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Problem Wildlife

Is it a problem?
The first thing to do when you suspect
that you have a problem in the garden is
to check that what you are seeing is
actually a threat to plants etc in your
garden. For example, little black insects
on your plants might be ladybird larvae
or white grubs could be beetle larvae. If
you’re not sure what you’re looking at
then do some research, by searching the
internet or asking an expert.
Aphids
The best control for
aphids, green fly
or mites is to
encourage
predatory
insects such as
ladybirds,
s
hid
lacewings and
Ap
hoverflies into your garden. An adult
ladybird can consume 5000 aphids
during its lifetime and both lacewing
adults and larvae can munch their way
through thousands of aphids. Bright
flowers especially yellow and purple
coloured ones will help to attract these
predatory insects. You could also try

Slug

Every garden has its ‘pests’ and
problem wildlife to deal with
from time to time. It is often our
first instinct to reach for
chemical pesticides and
herbicides but these can actually
do more harm than good by
eliminating the helpful wildlife
along with the harmful. The
ideal scenario is one where the
wildlife in your garden is in
ecological balance so that the
pests are controlled naturally by
predators. However sometimes
you will need to intervene so this
guide will give you some
information on wildlife friendly
methods for controlling pests in
the garden.

putting up a bug box for them to nest in.
Hoverfly larvae eat a large amount of
aphids so try encouraging these as well,
by planting Michaelmas daisy, teasel,
angelica, marigold and scabious.
Slugs & Snails
Slugs and snails can be a real
destructive force in the garden, eating
their way through your precious plants
and vegetables. Using slug pellets can
solve this problem but it can create a
whole new one by poisoning the wildlife
that eats the poisoned slugs and snails,
and so on up the food chain. An example
would be the song thrush, which has
declined in numbers recently - a diet of
poisoned slugs cannot be helping their
plight. See below for some organic,
chemical-free ways to control slugs and
snails • Frogs, hedgehogs, beetles and birds
all eat slugs and snails, so try
encouraging them in to your garden
(see other Make Space for Nature
guides to find out how).

• Try growing plants that slugs don’t
like. For example – plants with furry,
spiny or tough leaves, and herbs with
strong scents like rosemary, lavender,
mint or garlic. Some of these may
actually discourage slugs and snails.
Marigolds are particularly good for
discouraging slugs and snails and
attracting beneficial insects.
• Surround vulnerable plants with
gravel or broken eggshells, which the
slugs and snails don’t like to move
over, or try a copper strip around the
lip of tubs and containers which gives
them a slight electric shock.
• As a last resort you can drown slugs
in a beer trap. Dig a hole near the
plants you want to protect from
slugs. It needs to be big enough for a
small container such as a margarine
tub. Place the container in the hole
leaving a 2cm lip above the ground
(this stops beetles and other
beneficial wildlife from falling in).
Then pour in the beer and check for
slugs each morning.
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Problem Wildlife

Although dumping is one way invasive
species are spread, most enter the wider
environment accidentally, so there is a
responsibility on the gardener’s part to
keep garden plants in their gardens. An
invasive plant in the garden can be a
problem, but it becomes a much bigger
problem if it escapes into the wild,
where it is much more difficult to control

Some of the most invasive plants that
cause problems if they get into the wild
from your garden are • Himalayan
balsam
• Giant
hog-weed
(handle with
gloves)
• Japanese
knotweed
• New Zealand pygmy
weed (pond plant)
• Parrot’s
feather
(pond plant)
• Floating
pennywort
(pond plant)
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Invasive Plant Species
There are many non-native plants that
you may want to grow in your garden,
but please try to make sure that these
plants do not escape from your garden
out into the wider environment. After
habitat destruction, invasive non-native
species are the second most serious
threat to global biodiversity. It is also
illegal to introduce certain species into
the wild.

and can damage important and
protected habitats.
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Squirrels
r
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Red squirrels should be
Bad
encouraged and if you are lucky enough
to have them in your garden then please
feed them, if you can - their favourite
foods are nuts and seeds. Grey squirrels
can become a pest by eating bird seed
from tables and feeders, so you can
deter them by using a squirrel proof bird
feeder.

Rhododendron can be a problem if it escapes into the wild

Foxes & Badgers
Some people would love to have a fox or
badger family visiting their garden.
However they can create a bit of a mess
by their digging and foraging for food.
Badgers are a protected species so it is
important not to disturb their setts, as
this is illegal. However if badgers or
foxes are visiting and you want to keep
them out then the best way is to have a
good strong boundary that they can’t get
through. A good thick hedge is one way
or a fence that goes right down into the
ground. Also block up
any gaps under
sheds or steps
that might be
used for an earth
or sett.

Gia
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Some other shrubs that can spread
quickly when introduced into the wild
from gardens are rhododendron and
laurel.
If you find any of these invasive species
in your garden, it is best to seek
specialist advice on how to deal with
them. Simply dumping or composting
them may not stop them spreading. For
further information on dealing with
invasive species see the advice section
of the Royal Horticultural Society
website - www.rhs.org.uk.
This guide should give some options for
controlling problem wildlife in your
garden without having to reach for the
chemicals. In most cases encouraging
predator species into the garden is the
best way to naturally deal with pests
and problems.
You can download more Make Space for
Nature information guides from our
website www.ulsterwildlifetrust.org or
contact us on 028 44830282 or email
info@ulsterwildlifetrust.org.
This guide has been funded by The Body Shop Foundation and supported
by the National Lottery through the Heritage Lottery Fund.

Badger © Sussex Wildlife Trust Giant Hogweed © Julie Ann Welsh Rhododendron © Julie Ann Welsh
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